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Sixth Sunday of Easter; Year A; May 17, 2020 

John 14: 15-21 

The Rev. Devon Anderson 

 

This morning I’m going to start off by telling you a story about Joyce McFarland. Many of you know 

and love Joyce, a faithful 8:00er, and frequent flyer of most things related to faith formation at Trinity. 

Joyce and her husband Dick were married in the chapel in the 1950s, and live across Highway 7 in the 

house Joyce grew up in.  

 

Most of you don’t know, however, that before I ever arrived at Trinity, Joyce was my spiritual director. 

We moved to Minnesota in 2001. I was a new associate priest at St. John’s Minneapolis. We had a 

daughter just over a year old. My husband Michael was launching his career in the religion department 

at Carleton College. On top of everything else, when we took our daughter Svea to her first Minnesota 

doctor’s appointment, her pediatrician sent us directly to Gillette and Children’s hospitals for x-rays and 

genetic testing. The results were swift and conclusive: Svea had a form of dwarfism called 

hydrochondroplasia.  

 

In those first years after diagnosis, Joyce was an anchor for me. Each month I’d drive out to St. David’s 

Minnetonka where she officed, sit in her cozy room, and she’d lead prayers. And then it would all spill 

out – my heartache, confusion, anger, anxiety, insecurity, grief – all of the feelings of accepting a 

diagnosis, a new reality I neither wanted nor accepted. In one session I lamented: where the hell was 

God? I obsessed about Svea’s future: how was I going to ensure her safety? How was I going to make 

sure she was okay physically, that she wouldn’t get bullied in school? Would she have friends? Would 

she get married? Would Michael and I be able to protect her? provide for her needs? guide her destiny? 

“I’m just having a hard time with the thought of handing my worries over to God,” I remember telling 

Joyce. “I’m just struggling with trusting God with my daughter.” Joyce always did more listening than 

talking in those sessions – and for a time we just sat with that statement hanging in the air. Finally, she 

smiled and looked me dead in the eye and said, “Well that’s funny, because have you ever thought that 

maybe it’s the other way around? Maybe it’s God who is trusting you with Svea’s life.”  

 

Joyce said that to me almost 15 years ago, and I still remember it like it was yesterday. It still blows my 

mind. My daughter’s life isn’t mine or even hers – it’s God’s. I don’t own my own life. It, too, belongs 

to God. We are each a small part of a much bigger whole. We are not islands controlling our little 

worlds, protecting what we think we own, what is solely ours. We are each just an instance of a 

universal and eternal pattern…all merely parts of the One Life that we call “God.” And such was my 

first schooling in today’s hard spiritual truth: Your life is not about you.  

 

You will recall that for the past month, during this season of Eastertide, we at Trinity have committed 

ourselves to claiming this time of pandemic as liminal space. The term “liminal” comes from the Latin 

word limen, meaning “threshold.” Liminality is about holding the tension between one space and 

another. In liminal space we leave business as usual and enter a world where the rules, contours, and 

expectations are quite different. And what better way to describe this moment of human history? Our old 

lives pre-pandemic are gone. We stand on the threshold of the new post-pandemic reality, but don’t 

know what it will look like or mean. We also know that any threshold is a rich and receptive place for 

God to teach and guide us.  
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Last week Anne did a fantastic job exploring one of the five hard spiritual truths of liminal space: “You 

are just not that important.” And today, we turn to the fourth hard spiritual truth: “Your life is not about 

you.” The difference between these two invitations is subtle, and perhaps a difference in scope. “You 

are just not that important,” as Anne describes it, is about the small, the ordinary, the intimate. We alone 

as individuals are just not that important. It’s about the relationships we have with others, with God, and 

with Jesus – the holy, the important is to be located in our connectivity, our interwoven-ness, the place 

where no one person’s needs are more important than another’s.  

 

For “your life is not about you,” I believe the camera is now backing up and the view is wider. We are 

being called, with this hard truth, to locate ourselves in a larger life, as part of a bigger whole, in what 

Jesus calls the “reign of God,” moving from a sense of our “small self” to the “big self.” I think “your 

life is not about you” is getting in touch with a sense of wholeness, God’s cosmic order and each of our 

distinct yet small place in its infinite vastness. I imagine it like concentric circles: “You are just not that 

important” is the inner circle of truth – about our relationships and connectivity with others. “Your life is 

not about you” is the wider circle around the first, backing up and expanding our gaze. In this larger 

circle of truth we locate ourselves in a vast, expansive, cosmic web of humanity. We are a part of the 

whole, irretractably bonded to the whole thing, the sum of all the parts, and the billions upon billions of 

individual pieces.   

 

This morning’s Gospel passage from John helps us go just a little bit further out on this theological limb. 

The section of John Chip read to us this morning is known as Jesus’ “Farewell Discourse” – a rambling, 

multi-chapter soliloquy that Jesus gives to 11 disciples right after the Last Supper. In it is all the “last 

things” Jesus wants the disciples to remember after he is gone. And here’s one of the important things: 

“…In a little while,” Jesus tells them, “the world will no longer see me, but you will see me; because I 

live you also will live. On that day you will know that I am in my Father, and you in me, and I in you.” 

Jesus doesn’t say – you’re special, and you’re special, and you’re special. What he says is that each one 

of them, each one of us, is a part of Jesus, and Jesus is a part of each one of us. And not just a part – but 

in, inside, we’re so connected to the whole that all of the pieces are inside each other.  

 

One of the benefits of giving a sermon in my home office, is that I can use some of the things in my 

home office to help me give a sermon! I’m thinking maybe a visual might be helpful to better concretize 

the very abstract theological concept we’re considering. This icon hangs in my office – it’s called Mary 

of the Cosmos. It’s a foundational image for me and here’s how I interpret it: Jesus came from Mary’s 

insides – so inside her, in her heart, lives Jesus. And also inside Mary is the world, and all of us, an 

infinite whole, whose size and depth only God the Creator knows. Jesus and the world are inside each 

one of us, and we are inside Jesus and inside God and inside all of creation – each part of the whole. Our 

lives are about our place in the whole, not about us as individuals, disconnected, the illusion of islands.  

 

Now, once we can begin to get our minds around this spiritual truth, the spiritual life of epiphany and 

transformation open up for us. “After such a discovery,” writes Richard Rohr speaking about our lives 

are not about us, “we [can be] grateful to be a part – and only a part! We do not have to figure it out, 

straighten it all out, or even do it perfectly ourselves. We do not have to be God. It is an enormous 

weight off our backs. All we have to do is participate.” Think about it! If our lives are not about us, but 

about God, then our lives are simply about a willing participation in a larger mystery. How cool is that?  
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Once you know that your life isn’t about you, you can also trust, as Ghandi did, that “one’s life is one’s 

message.” Or, as Albert Schweitzer once said: “I’ve decided to make my life my argument.” So, how we 

participate in the larger whole, in the larger ministry – matters. How we integrate our part of the whole 

is the spiritual life. Today we are honoring Trinity’s high school graduates. It’s that time of year, though 

bizarre and different this year. Still, virtual commencement speeches are all over the web. This past 

week, David Brooks offered his speech as part of a series of commencement addresses commissioned by 

The Atlantic magazine for students who will not be able to attend their graduations because of the 

pandemic. He imagines himself being stood up. “You never told me it was cancelled!” he writes, “So I 

drove across the country, got up early this morning, put this scratching graduation gown over my 

Ramones t-shirt, and now I find myself standing in an empty stadium with a Very Important Speech in 

my hands!” Brooks decides to give the real speech he would have been too chicken to give in front of a 

stadium of people. In it he urges the college students, graduating into a pandemic, to put off launching 

their career until 2023.  

 

“You happened to have graduated into a global emergency,” he writes, “Don’t see it as a 

void; see it as a permission slip….The next two years are going to be a discrete box…Use 

this hiatus to do something you would never have done if this emergency hadn’t hit….do 

something that people will ask you about for the rest of your life. What was it like to work 

on a fishing boat off of Maine? What was it like to teach at a nursery school for the 

children of…farmworkers? You’re graduating into an extremely uncertain time. You 

might as well get a master’s degree in handling uncertainty.”  

 

If we can accept that our life is not us, that instead it is about its place in a vast expanse of creation, 

interconnected and interwoven, us in God and God in us, how can we use this awareness in combination 

with this moment as a “permission slip” for acts of faith and relationship we would have never 

considered before the pandemic? How do we get our “master’s degree in handling uncertainty,” in living 

into the hard, spiritual truths which, when boiled down to their essence, are all about letting go of our 

illusion of control?  

 

As Craig Barnes put it in his article about the spirituality of quarantine for Christian Century: “How do 

we best fulfill our mission to be Christ’s ‘witnesses to the ends of the earth’ by cloistering ourselves at 

home?” It’s possible. Barnes points out that the 6th century was a long, horrible time in Rome. The city 

had long fallen into a succession of invading armies. The economy was in shambles. And the Plague of 

Justinian was ravaging the city. The people were terrified. Sound familiar? But it was also the century 

that gave us St. Benedict, who wrote the rule that still…guides today…This rule included a daily rhythm 

of prayer, work, and the singing of the psalter…down through the centuries, and the succession of 

plagues to follow, the people took comfort in knowing that the monks were voicing their laments and 

petitions to God. The 6th century also gave us St. Gregory who became the pope. Not only did he take 

over the ecclesiastical leadership of the church, but he also sold church property in order to feed the 

people of Rome. He called himself ‘a contemplative condemned to action’…a careful balance of caring 

for the poor and developing a practice and theology of prayer…In other words, Gregory saw cloistered 

prayer as an active way of caring for the world.” Barnes calls upon us not to flee the dangerous virus and 

hide at home, but to turn our homes “into monastic cells that actively call on God’s salvation” as acts of 

intercession on behalf of the world, and to open ourselves to God’s unique call to each of us, to action.  
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William Blake once said: “In the universe, there are things that are known, and things that are unknown, 

and in between them, there are doors.” I’m approaching the 5 hard, spiritual truths as doors these days, 

into a deeper, more mature relationship with God, with you, with myself, and with the world. I draw no 

small amount of comfort in knowing that we walk through these doors together, pilgrims on the Way. 

AMEN.  
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